JAPAN STUNNED BY USE OF NEW BOMB

Tokyo May Be Next In Attack Line For Atomics

Washington Seeks To Get Idea Of Destruction

BY JOHN T. HIGHTOWER

Washington, Aug. 9—(AP) — Tokyo or one of Japan's major cities may be next to feel the effects of atomic destruction. The United States government has been preparing for such an eventuality, and now it is believed that东京 may be the next target.

Washington, Aug. 9—(AP) — The Japanese government has been informed that atomic weapons are being prepared for use in the Pacific. The United States government has been preparing for such an eventuality, and now it is believed that Tokyo may be the next target.

Solons Sure New Bomb To Shorten Nippon War

Uses In Peacetime Are Also Cause For Elation

WASHINGTON, Aug. 9—(AP) — The United States Congress has been informed by the Atomic Energy Commission that a new bomb is under development. The bomb is expected to shorten the war in Japan.

Washington, Aug. 9—(AP) — The United States Congress has been informed by the Atomic Energy Commission that a new bomb is under development. The bomb is expected to shorten the war in Japan.

Censorship Puts Clamp On Damage To Seaport

Japanese Official Report Declares Damage Great

BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tokyo, Aug. 9—(AP) — The Japanese government has been informed by the Atomic Energy Commission that a new bomb is under development. The bomb is expected to shorten the war in Japan.

Washington, Aug. 9—(AP) — The United States Congress has been informed by the Atomic Energy Commission that a new bomb is under development. The bomb is expected to shorten the war in Japan.